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ABSTRACT: Ongoing developments of sustainable energy technologies based
on high-surface-area semiconductive metal oxide electrodes operating under
mild and safe aqueous conditions require deep understanding of proton and
electron transfer/transport throughout their porous structure. To address this
issue, we investigated the electrochemical reductive protonation of high surface
area nanostructured amorphous TiO2 electrodes (produced by glancing angle
deposition) in both buffered and unbuffered aqueous solutions. Quantitative
analysis of the two charge storage mechanisms was achieved, allowing proper
deconvolution of the electrical double-layer capacitive charge storage from the
reversible faradaic one resulting from the proton-coupled reduction of bulk
TiO2. We evidence that this latter process occurs reversibly and extensively (up
to an intercalation ratio of 20%) not only under strongly acidic pH conditions
but also, more interestingly, under neutral pH with the intercalated proton
arising from the buffer rather than water. Moreover, we show that in comparison
with reductive Li+ intercalation the proton-coupled electron charge storage occurs more rapidly (in a few seconds). This
important finding suggests that a high-rate and high-power charge storage device could potentially be achieved with the reversible
H+-coupled charge/discharge process in TiO2 at neutral pH, opening thus new opportunities to the development of eco-friendly
batteries for electrical energy storage.

■ INTRODUCTION

TiO2-based mesoporous semiconductive electrodes have
attracted exponentially increasing attention in the past decades.
The unique electrical, optical, and chemical properties of TiO2

(including low-cost, high availability, low toxicity, and excellent
chemical/photochemical stability) make it a prime candidate in
the large-scale fabrication of transparent high-surface area
electrodes and also enable an increasing range of applications in
which mesoporous TiO2 electrodes play a central role.1,2

Among the most promising applications are the dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSC),3 rechargeable lithium-ion batteries,4,5 gas
sensors,6 electrochromic smart windows,7 self-cleaning surfa-
ces,8 and photo(electro)catalytic processes for fuel gener-
ation9,10 or pollutant remediation.11 A large fraction of these
applications typically require operation in dry, aprotic organic
solvents (e.g., DSSC or lithium-ion batteries), which leads to
issues for the environment and safety and in some cases for
long-term stability. With the increasing demand for eco-friendly
and sustainable technologies, there is thus a need to work

toward systems operating in aqueous electrolytes and ideally
under noncorrosive conditions. Consequently, growing efforts
have been made recently toward the design of TiO2-based
aqueous DSSCs12,13 and aqueous ion-insertion batteries14,15

but also the development of TiO2-based photoelectrocatalytic
aqueous cells for water splitting,9 CO2 reduction,10 biocatal-
ysis,16 and biosensing.17

Significantly, many of the above applications incorporate
complex processes of charge carrier generation, separation,
transport, and recombination in the metal oxide films which are
currently not fully understood and predictable. This is
particularly true for mesoporous TiO2 electrodes operating in
aqueous media, wherein the complex interplay between
electron and proton transfer/transport strongly influences the
material’s behavior. It is indeed well-admitted that upon
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applying negative bias to a TiO2 electrode in strongly acidic
conditions (pH < 2) protons have the ability to not only adsorb
at the TiO2/solution interface but also intercalate within the
metal oxide lattice according to reaction 1.1

+ + ⇄− +x xTiO e H H TiOx2 2 (1)

(where x is the maximal mole fraction of protons that can be
inserted in the metal oxide lattice)
This process is also often referred to as electrochemical

doping of the semiconductor. It has been reported over a wide
range of TiO2 film morphologies and crystallinities, mostly
anatase nanocrystalline films18 or nanotube arrays,19−21 but also
rutile,22 mixed anatase−rutile,23,24 nanostructured films, and
amorphous TiO2 nanotube arrays.21 Accordingly, proton
insertion/intercalation appears as a general feature of
mesoporous TiO2 films.
By analogy to Li+ intercalation in TiO2, proton intercalation

is assumed to result from local compensation of the loss of
charge that is generated during the formal reduction of TiIV

sites into TiIII in the bulk material,24 a process associated with a
strong electrochromic effect for which interpretation is still a
matter of debate.18,22,24−26 Proton intercalation can thus be
expected, similarly to Li+, to lead to a strong increase of the
electron storage capacity of TiO2 under accumulation
conditions.27,28 In contrast to Li+ intercalation in TiO2 that
has been the subject of intense research due to its fundamental
role in lithium-ion intercalation batteries,5 H+ insertion in TiO2

has been much less investigated, and many questions remain
unanswered. For instance, the insertion speed, reversibility, and
long-term cyclability have not been determined. It is moreover
not clear which parameters influence the extent of proton
insertion, at which potential it occurs, and if strongly acidic
condition is a necessary prerequisite.
The purpose of the present work is to answer these questions

by investigating the electrochemical reductive protonation of
nanostructured films of amorphous TiO2 in aqueous solution in
the presence of either a strong acid (HCl) in an unbuffered
solution or a weak acid in a neutral buffered solution (HEPES
buffer). Nanostructured TiO2 films were prepared by glancing
angle deposition (GLAD) on planar ITO conductive substrates,
a vacuum-based physical vapor deposition method allowing
well-controlled and reproducible batch-to-batch sample fab-
rication.29 GLAD-TiO2 films also have the advantage of an
open, solution-accessible porosity, allowing a relatively free and
fast diffusion of chemical species throughout the void volume of
the film. These nanostructured transparent TiO2 electrodes are
thus quite advantageous for quantitative analyses of factors that
may affect the coupled proton−electron transfer/transport in
TiO2 using combined optical/electrochemical techniques such
as cyclic voltabsorptometry.30 As will be shown in the present
work, we were able to clearly distinguish between two charge
storage mechanisms. The first is purely capacitive and related to
charging of the electrical double-layer capacitance when the
electrode is converted to its fully conductive state at negative
bias potentials. The second storage mechanism occurs at a well-
defined formal potential, negative with respect to the
conduction band, and corresponds to a faradaic process
associated with reductive proton intercalation in the solid
phase of TiO2. We demonstrate that this faradaic electron
storage process is fast, electrochemically reversible, and
diffusion controlled and occurs extensively at a well-defined
potential not only under unbuffered strong acidic conditions

but also, more remarkably, under neutral pH conditions in a
buffered solution.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals and Materials. HEPES, HEPES sodium salt
(puriss. p.a.), and lithium perchlorate (puriss. p.a.) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Potassium chloride (Merck &
Co., puriss. p.a.) and HCl (VWR prolabo, 37%) were used as
received. All aqueous solutions were prepared with highly
purified water (18.2 MΩ·cm) obtained from a TKA MicroPure
UV purification system.

GLAD-TiO2 Mesoporous Electrodes. Mesoporous 1 μm
TiO2 thin films were prepared on commercial tin-doped indium
oxide (ITO) conducting glass (Delta Technologies, 8−12 Ω/
□) by the glancing angle deposition (GLAD) method followed
by thermal treatment. Briefly, TiO2 films were deposited from
TiO2 evaporant (Cerac, 99.9% pure rutile) in an electron-beam
physical vapor deposition system (Axxis, Kurt J Lesker).
Throughout the deposition, substrates were maintained at a 72°
angle with respect to impinging evaporant flux while rotating as
a feedback-controlled function of the deposition rate. Following
deposition, TiO2 was annealed at 100 °C for 24 h to ensure
stoichiometric TiO2 films and, as a result, to enhance and
stabilize the optical transmission of the film. Prior to
electrochemical experiments, the electrodes were treated with
UV/O3 (UV/O3 Procleaner plus, Bioforce nanosciences) for 15
min and further cleaned by subsequent immersion at room
temperature in acetone and ethanol for 15 and 30 min,
respectively. A portion of the TiO2 surface was then delimited
with an insulating layer to define square working electrode
areas of 0.30 ± 0.02 cm2 (evaluated from a set of N = 10
independent electrodes). In the case of experiments conducted
in HEPES buffer, GLAD-TiO2 electrodes were first washed in
water and then pre-equilibrated in a 50 mM HEPES buffer
solution (including 0.3 M KCl, pH 7.0) overnight before use.

Spectroelectrochemistry. The spectroelectrochemical
experiments were performed in a one-compartment electro-
chemical cell using an Autolab PGSTAT-12 potentiostat
controlled by GPES-4 software and coupled to a TORUS
UV−visible spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics) equipped with
optical fibers and a balanced deuterium tungsten source
(Micropack). During experiments, the electrochemical cell
was thermostatted at a constant temperature of 25 °C using a
dedicated Peltier heater (Quantum Northwest). The potentio-
stat and spectrophotometer were synchronized through an
input trigger signal generated by the potentiostat, thus allowing
simultaneous recording of the optical absorbance and current as
a function of the time-varying potential applied to the working
GLAD-TiO2 electrode. Electrodes were inserted in a 1 cm path-
length quartz cell, and the working TiO2-coated ITO electrodes
were positioned perpendicular to the optical path in the cell.
The cell was filled with 1.2 mL of buffer solution and
thoroughly degassed by bubbling argon (for at least 20 min)
prior to each experiment. A Ag/AgCl electrode in 3 M KCl
(WPI, Dri-ref, + 0.2 V vs NHE at 25 °C) was used as the
reference electrode, and a Pt wire was used as the counter
electrode. Unless otherwise stated, all noted potentials are with
respect to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Integration time
was fixed to 3 ms, and satisfactory signal-to-noise ratios were
obtained by averaging 7 scans for experiments performed at 50
mV·s−1 and 100 mV·s−1 or 4 scans for experiments performed
at 200 mV·s−1 to 1 V·s−1. The average value of ohmic drop
compensation was 45 ± 9 Ω (N = 12). During experiments,
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argon was continuously flowed over the solution. Experimental
reproducibility is attested by the good overlap of cyclic
voltamograms recorded under identical experimental con-
ditions for different GLAD-TiO2 electrodes arising from
different GLAD deposition batches (Figure S1, relative
standard deviation RSD < 5%, N = 7). The reproducibility of
the corresponding cyclic voltabsorptograms was not as good
(RSD < 40%), suggesting a higher sensitivity of the absorbance
measurement to batch-to-batch variations in the GLAD-TiO2

samples. Experimental derivative cyclic voltabsorptograms were
smoothed using a second-order Savizky−Golay algorithm.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GLAD-TiO2 Films. All experiments were carried out with 1
μm thick amorphous TiO2 mesoporous films deposited by
glancing angle deposition (deposition angle of 72°) on flat
conductive ITO surfaces (Figure 1). Nanostructured GLAD-

TiO2 films exhibit a high density of vertically aligned nanosized
columnar structures, with a well-opened mesoporosity and
controlled film thickness. From the volumetric mass density of
the film (i.e., 2.5 g·cm−3) and the bulk density of compact
amorphous GLAD-TiO2 film (3.8 g·cm−3 for a TiO2 film
prepared with a 0° deposition angle),29 a film porosity P of 0.34
can be estimated. A film surface area enhancement (SA) of 540
per μm of film thickness was deduced from BET krypton gas
adsorption isotherms.29 It has been previously established that
SA increases linearly with film thickness,29,31 while nanorod
diameter and intercolumn spacing follow power-law growth
patterns.32 In order to estimate the mean nanorod diameter
(that is difficult to infer from Figure 1), we have considered a
simplified geometrical representation of the GLAD films by
assuming an array of uniform cylindrical nanorods homoge-
neously distributed perpendicular to the underlying flat ITO
surface. According to this simplified picture, the mean nanorod
diameter d and nanorod surface density δ were roughly
estimated from both P and SA by solving the following set of
two linear equations: SA = πd(10−4 + d/4)δ and 1 − P = πd2δ/
4. Using the experimentally determined values of P and SA, the

mean nanorod diameter and number density of 5 nm and 3.3 ×
1012 cm−2 were calculated, respectively.

Spectroelectrochemical Studies in Aqueous Solution.
GLAD-TiO2 electrodes were investigated by the coupled
techniques of cyclic voltammetry and cyclic voltabsorptometry,
which allow simultaneous monitoring of electrical current and
optical absorbance changes for TiO2 electrodes during cyclic
potential scans at the semiconductive films.30 Experiments were
conducted in aqueous solutions containing a fixed concen-
tration of KCl (0.3 M) as a supporting electrolyte.33 The
influence of different concentrations of two soluble proton
donors was studied, either (i) free protons (i.e., H3O

+)
resulting from the addition of HCl in water (pH values ranging
from 7 to 1.85, equivalent thus to [H3O

+] concentrations
ranging from 10−7 to 0.014 M) or (ii) the acidic AH form of the
HEPES buffer at pH 7 (the concentration of which was altered
by changing the buffer concentration CB from 0 to 0.86 M with
[AH] = CB/1.3 at pH 7). The simultaneously recorded cyclic
voltammograms (CVs) and cyclic voltabsorptograms (CVAs,
monitored at 780 nm) under different proton donor
concentrations and pHs are reported in Figures 2, S2, and

S3. Cyclic scans were systematically initiated at anodic
potentials where the semiconductive TiO2 films were insulating.
The potential was then increased to sufficiently cathodic
potentials where TiO2 was fully converted into a metal-like
conductive film, and then the potential sweep was reversed to
recover the initial insulating state. During the charging process
(forward scan), all CVs and CVAs share some common
features (Figures 2, S2, and S3). First of all, the current
recorded at the beginning of the forward cathodic scan is very
small and nearly constant, engendering no significant
absorbance change at 780 nm. These observations indicate
that TiO2 behaves as an insulator within this potential window
and that the small recorded current on the CVs only arises from
the double-layer charging capacitance of the underlying
exposed ITO surface. At negative potentials to −0.60 V at
pH 7.0 (or −0.30 V at pH 1.85), the exponential increase of
current in CVs reflects both the progressive filling of electronic

Figure 1. SEM images (top and side views) of the 1 μm GLAD-TiO2

films. The right cartoon is a schematic representation of the film
consisting of an array of homogeneously distributed cylindrical
nanorods. The indicated diameter (5 nm) was calculated based on
BET measurements of surface area and characterizes the high surface
area fine structure internal to TiO2 columns grown by GLAD.

Figure 2. (Left) CVs and (right) CVAs (monitored at 780 nm)
recorded simultaneously at a 1 μm thick GLAD-TiO2 electrode in an
aqueous solution of (blue) 14 mM HCl (pH 1.85) or buffered
solutions (pH 7.0) of (black) 1 mM HEPES or (red) 100 mM HEPES.
All solutions also contained 0.3 M KCl as supporting electrolyte.
Electrodes were scanned from 0 to −1.25 V at pH 7 and from 0 to
−0.96 V at pH 1.85. CVs are expressed in flux density and CVAs in
surface concentrations (i.e., ΔA780/(1000·ε780)). Scan rate: 0.1 V·s

−1. T
= 25 °C.
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states that are localized in traps distributed in the band gap of
TiO2 and the filling of extended conduction band states when
the applied potential becomes sufficiently negative (i.e., when it
is raised close to the TiO2 conduction band edge potential of
ECB ∼ −0.75 V vs Ag/AgCl at pH 7.0 or −0.45 V vs Ag/AgCl
at pH 1.85).25 This transition thus characterizes the increase of
the Fermi level of electrons in the TiO2 film and also the
transition from an insulating to a conductive state by increasing
the chemical capacitance (Cchem) of the semiconductive
material. (To preserve the electrical neutrality, negative charges
accumulated in TiO2 are assumed to be compensated by
electrosorption of cations at the metal−oxide interface).1,34

This process is associated with a simultaneous increase of the
TiO2 film absorbance monitored at 780 nm. Accumulated
electrons can thus be quantitatively analyzed in CVs through
the exponential increase of current occurring from an onset
potential less negative than ECB but also in CVAs through
absorbance increase in the near-IR region from the same onset
potential (an increase which linearly scales with the amount of
electrons accumulated in the semiconductive material).18,26 As
attested by complete restoration of the initial metal oxide
transparency upon scanning the potential back in the anodic
direction, the charging/discharging process is fully reversible
under the present experimental conditions, indicating complete
removal of all injected charges. The onset potential at which
both current and absorbance start to increase is pH dependent,
showing a 60 mV anodic shift per unit of pH decrease, fully
consistent with the reported Nernstian pH dependence of the
TiO2 conduction band edge.35,36 The potential at which the
amorphous GLAD-TiO2 electrode becomes fully degenerate at
pH 7.0 (i.e., at E < −0.75 V vs Ag/AgCl, corresponding also to
the transition from the exponential growth of the current to a
constant double-layer capacitive current) is also consistent with
the ECB reported for sintered nanoparticulate films of anatase at
the same pH (−0.8 V vs SCE).25 One may however notice that
the onset potential at which the film transitions from an
insulating to a conductive state is steadily downshifted as the
scan rate is increased, suggesting a transition process which
does not occur at thermodynamic equilibrium within the range
of scan rates explored (0.05 to 0.5 V·s−1). It seems thus that
there is a kinetic barrier in the delivery of electrons to the
semiconductive material that for the moment we cannot clearly
interpret and which is beyond the scope of this work.
Once the applied potential lies within the potential window

corresponding to the fully conductive state of TiO2, shapes and
magnitudes of both CVs and CVAs exhibit strong differences
and changes as a function of the proton donor concentration
(Figures 2, S2, and S3). Two distinct behaviors can be clearly
identified as detailed below.
Low Proton Donor Concentrations (Unbuffered

Aqueous Solutions of pH > 3.5 or Poorly Buffered
Aqueous Solutions with [AH] < 5 mM). For very low acid
concentrations and for potentials more negative than the
conduction band edge of TiO2, CVs display a rectangular-
shaped current response almost independent of the applied
potential and scaling linearly with the scan rate v (Figures 2 and
also Figures S2 and S3 wherein CVs are normalized to the scan
rate). This behavior is typical of the double-layer capacitive
charging current that can be recorded at a high surface area
electrode immersed in an inert supporting electrolyte (differing
from the chemical capacitive charging current by its
independence from the applied potential). This is corroborated
in CVAs by the near overlap of absorbance change between the

forward and backward potential scans at 0.1 V·s−1 (absence of
significant hysteresis), a behavior that is reminiscent of a fast
charging/discharging of a double-layer capacitive current. Since
the double-layer capacitance (Cdl) is connected in series with
the chemical capacitance, it can only be assessed when Cchem ≫
Cdl (i.e., at potentials more negative than the ECB of TiO2).

30,34

It is worth mentioning that CVs normalized to v at neutral
pH (Figure S2) do not all completely overlap in the lowest
range of negative potentials; under −1.1 V, a small rise of
current is observed and accompanied by a concomitant increase
in absorbance at 780 nm. We assume that this arises not from
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) as often assumed but
from the reductive coloration of the underlying ITO substrate,
a phenomenon that was recently ascribed to the reductive
formation of metallic nanoparticles of indium and tin at the
ITO surface and which strongly depends on the electrolyte
composition and pH.37,38 Control CV experiments were thus
performed at bare ITO electrodes under the same experimental
conditions as those for GLAD-TiO2 electrodes, and the same
increases in current and absorbance were observed at potentials
more negative than −1.0 V (not shown).
The above results allowed us to conclude that when the

applied potential is more negative than ECB and when there is
no significant concentration of free protons or weak acid in
solution the GLAD-TiO2 electrode behaves like a high surface
area electrical capacitor. Assuming that at low proton donor
concentration the CV current is purely capacitive at pH 7.0 in
the potential window −0.7 to −1.1 V, an average electrical
capacitance density of 18 ± 2 mF·cm−2 (i.e., normalized to the
geometric electrode area) can be inferred (which also
corresponds to a specific double-layer capacitance of 72 F·
g−1), which is far more than expected for a standard flat
conductive electrode in an electrolyte solution (10−40 μF·
cm−2).39,40 The value is, however, consistent with the large
specific surface area generated by the quasi-metallic GLAD-
TiO2 films at these potentials. Once corrected for film surface
area enhancement (i.e., 540 μm−1), an intrinsic capacitance
density of 33 μF·cm−2 was found for the degenerate
semiconductive film, a value that is close to the theoretical
one (10−20 μF·cm−2) calculated for a flat conductive surface in
an aqueous electrolyte solution.41 The measured capacitance
density, however, is in the lower end of values previously
reported for nanocrystalline films of TiO2 in aprotic solvents
(30−120 μF·cm−2),42−44 which is unsurprising in light of the
fact that all of the previously reported intrinsic capacitances
were determined in the presence of lithium cations. These
cations complicate the accurate estimation of the true capacitive
contribution on account of their intercalating faradaic
contribution to the current. Another factor that can also
significantly affect a reliable evaluation of the intrinsic
capacitance density is the extent of correlation between the
inner surface area of the nanostructured electrode (i.e.,
measured using the BET measurement, see Materials and
Methods section) and the effective electroactive surface area.

High Proton Donor Concentrations (Unbuffered
Aqueous Solutions with pH < 3.5 or Buffered Aqueous
Solutions with [AH] > 5 mM). Upon either increasing the
buffer concentration (up to 860 mM at pH 7) or decreasing the
pH below pH 3, the shapes and magnitudes of current/
absorbance changes in CVs/CVAs are strongly modified and
increased for cathodic potentials wherein TiO2 is conductive
(Figures 2, S2, and S3). The strong increase in current is linked
to the growth of a broad reversible wave on top of the
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capacitive current. Depending on the pH, this reversible wave is
centered on formal potentials (E0′) of −1.06 V vs Ag/AgCl at
pH 7.0 (0.1 M HEPES) and −0.68 V vs Ag/AgCl at pH 1.85
(Figure 2 and Table S1), exhibiting thus a shift of −74 mV per
unit of pH, which is again reminiscent of the −60 mV pH
dependence of the ECB of TiO2.

1,36 The current of this
reversible wave is clearly not proportional to the scan rate as
shown from CVs normalized to v in Figures S2 and S3. In order
to further analyze this wave, CVs recorded at different proton
donor concentrations were systematically corrected for the
electrochemical double-layer capacitance contribution by
subtracting the CVs obtained under negligible proton donor
concentration (i.e., by subtracting the CVs in 0.3 M KCl). Once
corrected for capacitive current and normalized to v1/2, the
resulting CVs gathered in Figure S4 show good overlap,
especially in terms of magnitudes of cathodic and anodic peaks.
These results clearly demonstrate that the reversible wave is
proportional to v1/2 over the entire range of buffer
concentrations and pHs investigated in this work (Figure 3),

a behavior that strongly supports the occurrence of a reversible
faradaic process rate-limited by a diffusion-controlled mass
transport. On account of its E0′ position, strong dependence on
proton donor concentration, and also diffusion-controlled
response, the reversible wave can be reasonably ascribed to
the reversible faradaic reduction of TiIV sites in the metal oxide
lattice coupled with proton uptake for local charge
compensation. Depending on the experimental conditions,
this proton-coupled electron transfer reaction, when fast, can be
assumed to be rate-limited either by the solid-state diffusion of
protons inserted within the TiO2 lattice or by the solution
diffusion of proton donors in the bulk electrolyte. This process
is formally equivalent to the Li+-coupled electron transfer
reaction occurring in intercalation metal oxide materials, a
process that has been and continues to be widely studied based

on its great importance in the field of Li-ion batteries.4,5

Compared to the CVs reported in the literature for Li+

intercalation in nanocrystalline TiO2 films, it is remarkable
here to note the rather high electrochemical reversibility of
proton intercalation (characterized by a small potential
separation between the anodic and cathodic peaks, i.e., ΔEp <
0.23 at 0.1 V·s−1, see Table S1), as compared to corresponding
reports for Li+-intercalation in nanocrystalline TiO2 films (ΔEp

> 0.4 V at CV scan rates <10 mV·s−1).43−45 The poor
reversibility of lithium-ion intercalation is often associated with
crystallographic phase changes during the faradaic process, so
the good electrochemical reversibility we observed here for H+

intercalation suggests that crystallographic variations may not
be a major issue. The disordered structure and defects in
amorphous TiO2 may also contribute to facilitate the interfacial
proton-coupled electron transfer reaction.
In order to get deeper insights into the diffusion-limited

faradaic charge storage process, the electron flux density of the
cathodic peak ϕf,p, normalized to v1/2, was plotted as a function
of the proton donor concentration (Figure 3). Provided that
the proton donor concentration in solution remains low, the
data clearly show a linear relationship which is indicative of a
process rate-controlled by the diffusional mass transport of
proton donors in the electrolyte. Upon further increasing the
proton donor concentration (i.e., >100 mM), a progressive
deviation from linearity with a tendency to asymptotically reach
a maximal value at high buffer concentrations is well-discerned
at pH 7.0. That the diffusion-controlled cathodic peak current is
independent of the proton donor concentration at high buffer
concentrations, but still proportional to v1/2, allows us to
conclude that the faradaic process is now rate-controlled by the
solid-state diffusion of protons within the TiO2 lattice, rather
than by the mass transport of proton donor in solution (the
latter being sufficiently fast to support the redox process at the
interface under these conditions). Such a transition from one
limiting case to the other was unfortunately not observable
under acidic pH conditions for the reason that we were unable
to perform CV experiments at pH < 1.0 without generating an
irreversible loss of the electrical properties of TiO2 together
with a concomitant and permanent coloration of the metal
oxide film. (This blue/black coloration was observed after
exceeding a certain charge accumulation threshold or upon
scanning the potential into excessively negative values.) Such an
abrupt alteration of the physicochemical properties of TiO2

might be related to a significant structural/morphological
change of the metal oxide lattice, which under strong electron/
proton accumulation may lead to delamination or breakage/
collapse of the GLAD-TiO2 film.
From the above experimental observations, it can be

concluded that the charging/discharging process related to
the reversible proton-coupled reduction of TiIV ions can,
depending on the experimental conditions, be rate-limited by
any of (i) the mass transport of proton donor in solution, (ii)
the solid-state diffusion of protons in the TiO2 lattice, (iii) the
interfacial proton-coupled electron transfer, or (iv) a mixed
control of these different processes (Scheme 1).
Another important finding from the above results is that the

aqueous solvent is an ineffective proton donor in comparison to
the acidic form of HEPES or H3O

+. This might be explained by
the very low acidity of water (pKa = 14 which is 6.5 orders of
magnitude higher than the pKa of the HEPES buffer), which
would suggest that the thermodynamic ease with which the

Figure 3. (Left) Cathodic peak electron flux density in CV as a
function of v1/2 (for scan rates ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 V·s−1) and for
different concentrations of (blue data) free protons, i.e., [H3O

+] =
(solid blue star) 2.5, (blue open circle) 7, (open blue star) 14, and 50
(solid blue circle) mM or (red data) the acidic form of HEPES buffer,
i.e., [AH] = (solid red star) 19, (red open circle) 38, (red open star)
77, (red solid diamond) 153, and (red solid circle) 656 mM. (Right)
Cathodic peak electron flux density normalized to v1/2 and plotted as a
function of proton donor concentration: (blue) free protons and (red)
the acidic form of HEPES buffer. Dashed lines correspond to the linear
regression fits of eq 5 to the data determined at low proton donor
concentrations. The horizontal dotted black line corresponds to the
extrapolated limiting value of ϕf,p/v

1/2.
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proton donor can deliver a proton to the metal oxide is a key
factor in the proton intercalation mechanism.
Intercalation Process. The proton-coupled reduction of

TiIV is assumed to be induced at the metal oxide/electrolyte
interface. It thus involves the soluble proton donor locally
available at this interface, which according to the experimental
conditions can be either free protons in solution or the acidic
form [AH] of the buffer (in the present case, the zwitterionic
protonated form of HEPES). We can thus write the following
electron transfer reactions at the metal oxide interface for each
proton donor

+ + ⇄ +− +Ti O e H O Ti (O)(OH) H OIV
2 3

III
2 (2)

+ + ⇄ +− −Ti O e AH Ti (O)(OH) AIV
2

III
(3)

These reactions are expected to occur more favorably at grain
boundaries where interfacial TiIV sites are more accessible and
solvent exposed.46 According to the high specific surface area of
GLAD-TiO2 electrodes and the high surface concentration of
TiIV ions, these reactions are assumed to provoke massive
consumption of the proton donor present at the metal oxide/
electrolyte interface (i.e., in the void volume of the porous
film). Under these circumstances, consumption is sufficient to
rapidly induce rate limitation by the mass transport of proton
donor from the bulk solution. This is especially true when the
working concentration of the proton donor is low, thus leading
to a current response of the diffusion-controlled reversible wave
linearly dependent on the soluble proton donor concentration.
Once surface TiIV sites are reduced and charge compensated

by protonation, we can assume that the paired electron/proton
couple (e−/H+) can be transferred between adjacent titanium
ions localized in the subsurface region of the amorphous TiO2

material, formally according to the following electron−proton
transfer reaction

+

⇄ +

Ti O Ti (O)(OH)

Ti (O)(OH) Ti O

IV
2

III

III IV
2

(4)

This mechanism of charge transfer propagation throughout the
metal oxide lattice can be assumed to be equivalent to a
diffusion-like process considering an isotropic random walk of

e−/H+ throughout the TiO2 lattice. (It is worth noting that in
this process electrons may not originate from hopping electron
transfer reactions between adjacent titanium ions but rather
from transfer with electrons accumulated in the delocalized
states of the conduction band. Therefore, during this e−/H+

migration, only protons can truly be considered to hop between
adjacent titanium sites.) To determine the rate of this solid-
state diffusion-like process, it is essential to ensure that the mass
transport of proton donor in solution does not play a role. Such
a situation is encountered in Figure 3 when the magnitude of
the reversible wave is nearly independent of the proton donor
concentration.
The linear relationship observed between ϕf,p/v

1/2 and the
soluble proton donor concentration, [H], at low and
intermediate concentrations in Figure 3 (i.e., <100 mM) is
typically associated with the first situation where the diffusion-
controlled reversible current response is limited by mass
transport of the proton donor. If we assume a Nernstian
interfacial reaction (i.e., a fast reversible proton-coupled
electron transfer reaction), the following Randles−Sevcik
equation can applied for both reactions 2 and 3 at low proton
donor concentrations40,47

ϕ
= =

v

i

FSv

F

RT
D0.4463 [H]

f p f p,

1/2

,

1/2 H,out (5)

where ϕf,p and if,p are the faradaic peak flux density (C·mol−1·
cm−2) and peak current (A), respectively; v is the scan rate (V·
s−1); S is the delimited geometric electrode area (or projected
electrode area, cm2); DH,out is the diffusion coefficient of proton
donor in the bulk aqueous solution (cm2·s−1); and [H] is the
concentration of proton donor in solution (mol·cm−3). The
geometric electrode area is utilized in this equation due to the
fact that the diffusion layer thickness of the soluble proton
donor is much larger than the 1 μm film thickness of GLAD-
TiO2 within the range of scan rates used in the present study.
From the linear regression fit of eq 5 to the linear part of
experimental plots in Figure 3, it becomes possible to
determine the diffusion coefficient DH,out of each proton
donor we have investigated. Diffusion coefficients of 3 × 10−5

cm2·s−1 and 1.5 × 10−6 cm2·s−1 were found for H3O
+ and the

protonated form of HEPES, respectively. These values are in
good agreement with the diffusion coefficient values reported in
the literature (i.e., 2.3 × 10−5 cm2·s−1 for H3O

+48,49 and 6.2 ×

10−6 cm2·s−1 for HEPES,50 both at 25 °C).
In highly concentrated solutions of proton donor it was not

possible to definitely reach the limiting case where ϕf,p is
uniquely rate-controlled by the apparent diffusion of H+ in
TiO2; however, the apparent diffusion coefficient of protons
within the metal oxide lattice could be estimated from the
maximal electron flux density that was extrapolated at high
buffer concentrations in Figure 3 (dotted black line). Under
this limiting case, eq 5 no longer applies and must be modified
to consider reaction 4 as the rate-limiting diffusion-like process.
On account of the small solid-state diffusion coefficients
reported for cations in TiO2 (10

−13−10−17 cm2·s−1),42−44,51−55

the diffusion length of H+ within the bulk metal oxide is
expected to be much smaller than the smallest dimension of
nanorods (5 nm diameter) such that the proton gradient can be
considered as a semi-infinite linear diffusion-like process
occurring normal to the metal oxide interface (i.e., normal to
the vertical walls of the nanorods). Under these conditions, the

Scheme 1. Schematic Representation of the Faradaic
Charging Processes Occurring at the TiO2 Mesoporous
Electrodes Involving Proton−Coupled Electron Transfer to
Solvent-Accessible TiIV Ions According to the Interfacial
Reactions 2 or 3, Depending on the Proton Provider,
Followed by Coupled Electron/Proton Diffusion Within the
TiO2 Lattice According to Reaction 4
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following Randles−Sevcik equation can be used (assuming
again a Nernstian redox reaction)

ϕ
= =

v

i

FSv

F

RT

S

S
D xC0.4463

f p f p,

1/2

,

1/2

e
H,in Ti

0
(6)

where Se (in cm2) is here the specific electroactive surface area
of the mesoporous electrode; DH,in (in cm2·s−1) is the apparent
diffusion coefficient of H+ within the metal oxide lattice; CTi

0

(0.048 mol·cm−3) is the maximal concentration of titanium ions
in amorphous TiO2; and x is the maximal mole fraction of
protons that can be inserted in the fully reduced phase HxTiO2.
This equation can thus be used to calculate the diffusion
coefficient of H+ within the TiO2 lattice using the limiting value
of ϕf,p/v

1/2 extrapolated in Figure 3 (dotted black line, ϕf,p/v
1/2

= 1.1 × 10−6 mol cm−2·s−1/2·V−1/2). Two issues must, however,
be considered. First, an appropriate estimate of the maximal
value of x must be available. Unfortunately, we were
experimentally unable to reach full reduction of TiO2 before
permanent failure of the GLAD-TiO2 electrode. The second
issue is related to the difficulty of reliably evaluating the true
specific electroactive surface area, Se, through which the proton-
coupled charge transfer occurs, an area which does not
necessarily correspond to that determined by BET. This is
indeed supported by the idea that ion insertion may not occur
homogeneously at the electrolyte/metal oxide interface but
preferentially via percolation channels within single grains, as
has been recently demonstrated by nanoscale imaging of a
lithium titanate surface at various states of Li+ intercalation.56

Consequently, the diffusion coefficient for ion intercalation
determined from eq 6 is an apparent value (one can finally
hardly deconvolute the two parameters contained in the Se ×
DH,in

1/2 product).
Assuming Se/S = SA = 540 (estimated from BET) for the 1

μm thick GLAD-TiO2 film and a mole fraction x = 0.5 by
analogy to that usually reported for Li+ in anatase,5,52 an
apparent solid-state proton diffusion coefficient of DH,in = 10−15

cm2·s−1 is obtained. From such a value, the penetration length,
l, of protons within the metal oxide lattice during the time
course of a typical CV experiment can be estimated using eq 7,
where t is the charging time of the experiment.

π=l D tH, in (7)

At the slowest scan rate (0.1 V·s−1) we have used, and for the
highest buffer concentration (860 mM HEPES at pH 7), a
proton penetration length l of 1.25 nm was calculated. This
diffusion length is less than the smallest dimension of GLAD-
TiO2 nanorods (∼5 nm) we have roughly estimated from our
simple model in Figure 1, a result which therefore justifies a
posteriori the validity of eq 6 and, therefore, the assumption of
1D semi-infinite linear diffusion. It also suggests that for the
strongest accumulation conditions we were able to reach, the
concentration gradient layer of reduced TiIV extends from the
TiO2 nanorod walls up to ∼40% of the total metal oxide
volume.
Comparative Study with Lithium Intercalation. With

the aim of directly comparing proton-ion versus lithium-ion
insertion in a 1 μm thick amorphous GLAD-TiO2 film, a series
of CV and CVA experiments were performed in aqueous
electrolytes containing either 76 mM Li+ (pH ∼ 6.5) or 76 mM
acid form of HEPES (pH 7.0) for a set of scan rates (Figure
S5). The marked differences between the shapes of CVs (and
also CVAs) recorded in the presence of a proton ion donor and

those recorded in the presence of lithium ion suggest that Li+

intercalation does not proceed as fast as proton intercalation
under the selected conditions. One may argue that at the low
Li+ concentration used the lack of discernible lithium
intercalation within GLAD-TiO2 films would result from a
slow diffusion rate of Li+ in the bulk of solution, leading thus to
a low faradaic current response according to eq 5. This is
however unlikely because the diffusion coefficient of Li+ in
aqueous solution is quite high (∼10−5 cm2·s−1),57 and so its
diffusion rate in water is even faster than the AH form of
HEPES. Still, an additional CV experiment was performed at a
much higher concentration of Li+ (1 M) (Figure S5), but again
the small increase of current compared with that obtained with
a proton donor such as the protonated form of HEPES at 0.66
M definitely indicates the much slower insertion of Li+ than H+

in the amorphous film of GLAD-TiO2. One should note that
the broad and small reversible waves we observed here for Li+

intercalation in amorphous GLAD-TiO2 are in line with
previous reports of Li+ intercalation in other types of
amorphous mesoporous TiO2 films in aprotic solvents,
exhibiting a similar broad and small reversible wave in CV,
much smaller and less well-defined than for Li+ intercalation in
mesoscopic films of pure anatase.51,58 All of these observations
allow us to conclude that, under our conditions, proton ion
insertion occurs in amorphous mesoporous GLAD-TiO2 films
through a remarkably faster and more favorable process than
lithium-ion insertion.
On account of the above observations, it is interesting to

return to the value we have determined for the solid-state
diffusion coefficient of protons in GLAD-TiO2 (DH,in = 10−15

cm2·s−1) because it is the key parameter governing the proton
charge storage dynamics in TiO2 relative to lithium. Analyzing
in detail the solid-state diffusion coefficients of Li+ reported in
the literature (in particular those obtained at nanoporous TiO2

films made of 7−8 nm anatase particles) allows us to identify
consistent values in the range of 1 × 10−17 to 6 × 10−17 cm2·

s−1.42,43,51 Assuming these data as the most relevant for direct
comparison to the present value of DH,in in GLAD-TiO2, we
can conclude that protons diffuse 20- to 100-fold faster in
amorphous TiO2 than Li+ in anatase. This strong difference
may explain the obvious contrast we observe between proton
and lithium-ion insertion in amorphous GLAD-TiO2 electro-
des.

Charge Storage. One great advantage of cyclic voltabsorp-
tometry lies in the correlation that can be done between
electrochemical and spectroscopic data. In the present study, it
allows for real-time analysis of the spectroscopic features of
TiO2 films during the electrochemical charging process.
Assuming that all injected electrons give rise to absorbance at
780 nm, cyclic voltabsorptograms can be converted to
derivative cyclic voltabsorptograms (DCVA) according to eq
8 (where both current and absorbance are expressed in flux
density ϕ in mol·cm−2·s−1) and directly compared to each
other.

ϕ
ε

= =
dA

dt

i1

1000 FS780

780
(8)

where A780 is the absorbance monitored at 780 nm and ε780 in
M−1·cm−1 is the extinction coefficient of the stored electron.
As shown in Figure S6, when using an extinction coefficient

value of 800 or 1200 M−1·cm−1 at 780 nm, depending on the
electrode batch, a perfect overlap of the DCVAs and CVs is
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obtained over the entire potential window, regardless of the
pHs and buffer concentrations. The independence of ε780 from
both the applied potential as well as the proton provider is a
priori surprising since it indicates that all electrons stored within
the material share common spectroscopic features in the visible
range, regardless of their origin or nature (i.e., either the
electrons are associated with the filling of electronic states in
the band gap and/or conduction band, or stored in the double-
layer capacitance at the TiO2−electrolyte interface, or
associated with the faradaic charging process leading to the
reductive protonation of TiIV ions within the TiO2 lattice).
Such an observation seems to contradict a previous report in
the literature suggesting that electrons associated with lithium-
ion insertion in TiO2 have a marked increase in average
extinction coefficient (in the near-IR range) with respect to
electrons accumulated in the conduction band.35 This previous
report, however, was performed under strong accumulation
conditions, which are known to lead to a long lasting coloration
of the metal oxide film. In the present study, such strong
accumulation conditions are not encountered. The extinction
coefficient values used in the present study, 900 ± 300 M−1·

cm−1, are in good agreement with those previously found under
different experimental conditions and for different types of
mesoporous TiO2 films.18,25,35

The charge density Q (in C·cm−2) stored in the 1 μm thick
GLAD-TiO2 film can be easily determined for each electrode
either from the maximum absorbance change monitored at 780
nm or from integration of the charging/discharging current in
CV, using eq 9.

∫
ε

=
Δ

=Q F
A

F
i

S
t

1000
d780

780
(9)

This equation was used to estimate the total charge stored at
the highest tested concentration of proton donor (0.66 M AH
in 0.86 M HEPES buffer, pH 7) and 0.1 V·s−1 (Figure 4). A
value of 78 mC·cm−2 was obtained, corresponding thus to a
total charge capacity of 310 C·g−1. This total stored charge
results from the combined contributions of charges stored from
faradaic reduction of TiO2 and charges accumulated at the
double-layer interface of the nanostructured metal oxide. The
charge fraction associated with the faradaic contribution can be
determined by subtraction of charge accumulated in the
absence of significant proton intercalation (corresponding to
the double-layer capacitance charge) from the total charge.
From the magnitude of absorbance changes recorded at the
lowest concentration of proton donor, a capacitive charge
density of 18 mC·cm−2 (or 72 C·g−1) could be recovered. This
implies that 23% of the total stored charge results from the
double-layer capacitance of the nanoporous TiO2 film, while
the remaining 77% (i.e., 60 mC·cm−2 or 240 C·g−1 or 66 mA·h·
g−1) arises from the proton-coupled electron transfer reaction
within the metal-oxide network (Table 1). This latter value is
equivalent to 0.6 μmol·cm−2 of intercalated protons and thus
corresponds to the reductive protonation of ∼20% of the total
titanium ions in the lattice (equivalent to a x value of 0.2). As
the charging process is diffusion-limited under the experimental
conditions, the maximal mole fraction x is manifestly not
reached. It could theoretically be attained experimentally by
either decreasing the scan rate or prolonging the time the
electrode is biased at negative potentials (<E0′). However, the
scan rate could not be decreased below 0.05 V·s−1 in the
present study without the strong charge accumulation

condition inducing a sudden irreversible failure of the GLAD-
TiO2 electrodes (see above).
Despite the inability to reach the maximum mole fraction, it

is still possible to compare the total e−/H+ charges that could
be reversibly stored in the 1 μm thick GLAD-TiO2 electrode
against previous reports for Li+ storage in various mesoporous
anatase films (in aprotic solvents) (Table 1). It is remarkable to
note in Table 1 that under our experimental conditions proton
ion insertion within amorphous GLAD-TiO2 films occurs
nearly as extensively as lithium-ion intercalation in mesoporous
crystalline films of anatase. Moreover, this extensive proton
insertion is achieved much more rapidly than reported for
lithium-ion insertion (the 0.2 mole fraction was attained here at
a scan rate of 100 mV·s−1, while for Li+, the 0.15 to 0.31 mole
fractions were obtained at 0.5 mV·s−1; see Table 1).
Interestingly, in spite of completely different experimental
conditions, a similarly extensive reductive protonation of TiO2

(∼16%) was obtained by prolonged UV-irradiation in toluene
of amorphous nanoparticles capped with organic ligands.59

To better characterize the long-term stability, reversibility,
and speed of e−/H+ charge/discharge in GLAD-TiO2,
mesoporous films were investigated by double potential step
chronoabsorptometric experiments in HEPES buffer at two
different proton donor concentrations (i.e., 0.77 and 77 mM
AH). To avoid excessive charge accumulation, the forward
potential was stepped from 0.0 to −1.0 V, a moderate cathodic
potential only slightly more positive than the formal potential
(E0′ = −1.06 V) of the reversible proton insertion/disinsertion
wave. In the absence of significant proton donor in solution, the
time-course absorbance change in Figure 4 grows rapidly until
it reaches a steady state value of 8.7 mC·cm2 (in less than 30 s).
This fast absorbance increase is representative of the electrode
capacitive charging rate (i.e., the charging of both the chemical
and double-layer capacitances) when there is no significant
contribution of proton insertion to charge storage. At an

Figure 4. (Left) Double potential step chronoabsorptometric
responses (the absorbance has been converted into charge per unit
of geometric electrode area using eq 9) monitored at 780 nm in a 0.3
M KCl aqueous solution containing (black and gray lines) 1 mM or
(orange, red, magenta, pink lines) 100 mM HEPES at pH 7. The
potential was stepped from 0.0 to −1.0 V and then back to 0.0 V (vs
Ag/AgCl). The double potential step experiment was repeated several
times by progressively increasing both the cathodic and anodic
polarization time from 30 to 120 s. (Right) Charge contributions of
the (gray) double-layer charging and (blue and red) faradaic proton
intercalation to the total charge stored in a GLAD-TiO2 film during a
CV performed at 0.1 V·s−1. Bars in blue are for free protons, while
those in red are for the acidic form, AH, of the HEPES buffer.
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appreciable proton donor concentration of 77 mM (0.1 M
HEPES), a significantly higher limiting charge storage value of
19.3 mC·cm2 (an increase of 120%) is reached after only
slightly longer accumulation time (ca. 60 s). This result
confirms the remarkably fast reductive protonation of GLAD-
TiO2 and allows for easy estimation of the additional stored
charges resulting from the faradaic proton insertion at the
selected applied potential. The stationary charge accumulated
after 1 min of electrode polarization at −1.0 V also points to
thermodynamic control of the accumulated charge (i.e., in
equilibrium with the Fermi level of −1.0 V applied to the metal
oxide film), which is here assumed governed by the Nernst’s
law. (This is a reasonable assumption when one considers the
good electrochemical reversibility of the proton insertion/
disinsertion waves on the CVs.) From the maximal faradaic
charge density extracted in Figure 4 (i.e., Q = 11 mC·cm−2 after
subtraction of the capacitive charge density), it can be
calculated that 4% of the total Ti ions present in the metal
oxide film are electrochemically reduced after only 1 min of
electrode polarization at −1.0 V. Inserting this ratio into the
Nernst equation and assuming the law remains valid regardless
of the amount of charge injected into TiO2 allows us to
estimate an x value of 0.45 (using E0′ = −1.06 V and E = −1.0
V). This maximum insertion ratio is close to the mole fraction
of 0.5 found for lithiated anatase (Li0.5TiO2) wherein lithium
ions are randomly distributed over half of the available
interstitial octahedral sites.60 It also validates a posteriori the x
value of 0.5 used in eq 6 for the calculation of DH,in. Another
important merit of the chronoabsorptometric experiments in
Figure 4 is to clearly highlight the high-rate electrochemical
charging and discharging processes as well as their high
reversibility and cyclability as attested by the perfect overlay of
the multiple double potential-step experiments repetitively
recorded.

■ CONCLUSION

In the present work, we demonstrate that the charge storage
capacity of amorphous GLAD-TiO2 electrodes can be strongly
enhanced upon reductive protonation of lattice TiIV ions. This
process is characterized by a reversible and fast faradaic proton-
coupled electron transfer reaction centered at a well-defined
formal potential (i.e., a well-defined localized state), energeti-
cally positioned at a value negative to the conduction band
potential of TiO2 (i.e., at a potential where TiO2 is fully
degenerate), and that we can reasonably attribute to the
TiIVO2/Ti

IIIO(OH) redox couple. This reversible process can
however only be revealed by the presence of a sufficiently large

concentration of an appropriate proton donor in solution, i.e.,
free protons or a much weaker acid such as the acidic form of
the buffer. We demonstrate moreover that reductive doping of
amorphous mesoporous TiO2 in aqueous solution is highly
specific for protons and that Li+ insertion does not compete
with proton insertion under the present experimental
conditions, most likely because of the short time window
used. Despite this, the total charge stored in the GLAD-TiO2

electrode upon proton insertion falls within the range of values
reported for mesoporous TiO2 electrodes upon lithium
insertion in aprotic solvent.
The present study is of special interest for the development

of devices operating under mildly aqueous conditions as it
demonstrates that electron/proton accumulation within meso-
porous TiO2 films can occur massively and rapidly at neutral
pH conditions. This, in turn, indicates that high rate and high
power could be achieved for reversible proton charge/discharge
storage within the material. It provides moreover an easy
methodology to distinguish the faradaic current density related
to proton intercalation from that associated with the classical
electrical capacitance by modifying the concentration of the
weak acid.
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Table 1. Structural Characteristics and Charge Storage Properties of the Present GLAD TiO2 Films Compared to Those
Previously Established for Other Mesoporous TiO2 Films

GLAD film nanoparticle films sol−gel film

TiO2 crystallinity amorphous anatase anatase anatase anatase

BET surface area (m2·g−1) 220 220 150 350−400 180−200
nanoparticle diameter (nm) ∼5a 7 10 4−5 nd

intercalating ion H+ Li+ Li+ Li+ Li+

scan rate (mV·s−1) 100 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

total charge stored (C·g−1) 310 490 460 200 340

electrical capacitive contribution (%) 23 55 35 50 40

ion intercalation capacity (mA·h·g−1) 66 61 83 28 57

mole fraction of inserted cation 0.2 0.15 ndb 0.18 0.31

ref present work 44 44 45 45
aEstimated from geometrical considerations (see text). bNot determined.
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